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COMMITTEE PROCEEDINGS AND PUBLIC INTEREST IMMUNITY
CLAIMS: ORDER OF THE SENATE OF 13 MAY 2009

On 13 May 2009 the Senate passed an order to govern the raising and treatment of claims
of public interest immunity in committee proceedings. Part of that order required the
committee to review the operation of the order and to report to the Senate by 20 August
2009.

The Senate's order of 13 May 2009, a copy of which appears in the attachment to this
report, sets out the process to be followed in hearings of Senate committees when officers
of the Commonwealth consider that they should raise a claim that information should not
be provided to the committee because the provision of the information would be in some
way harmful to the public interest. Basically, the order requires an officer in that situation
to state the harm to the public interest that could result from the disclosure of the
information, and to refer the matter to a responsible minister if requested by the committee
or a senator. On receipt of such a reference, the responsible minister is required to consider
the matter and state whether, and on what ground, the information should not be provided
because of possible harm to the public interest. The committee or a senator, if not satisfied
with the minister's statement, may refer the question to the Senate. The order does not
specify the public interest grounds on which information might be withheld, as the
categories of such grounds, while well known, are not closed, in that it is conceivable that
new grounds could arise. The order also does not prejudge any particular circumstance in
which a claim may be raised, but leaves the determination of any particular claim to the
future judgment of the Senate.

The order applies only to proceedings in committees, and does not apply to question time in
the Senate, to which different rules apply under standing order 73 and past presidential
rulings.

The procedures set out in the order do not affect the ability of ministers and officers to take
questions on notice in order to obtain required information or to consider questions, and
also do not affect the ability of officers to refer any question to a minister under paragraph
(16) of the Senate's Privilege Resolution no. 1.

Under the order it is open to a minister representing another minister at a committee hearing
to refer any public interest immunity claim to the responsible minister. It is also open to a
Senate minister who is responsible for the matters under consideration to defer, and further
consider, a decision on whether to make a public interest immunity claim.

The order is broadly consistent with the Government Guidelines for Official Witnesses
before Parliamentary Committees which have been in effect since 1989, and which indicate
that public interest grounds should be the basis of any claims of public interest immunity,
which should be made by ministers.



The estimates hearings from 25 May to 5 June 2009 were the first estimates hearings since
the order was passed, and the first occasion on which the order would be likely to be
invoked.

As with all estimates hearings, the questions which gave rise to possible invocations of the
order amounted to only a very small percentage of the proceedings, and the vast majority of
questions were answered, with a great amount of otherwise unavailable information
disclosed.

In most cases, recognisable public interest grounds were not clearly raised for refusals to
answer questions, but such grounds were implied in several instances.

On several occasions ministers and officers claimed that advice to government is not
disclosed, without raising a public interest ground as required by paragraph (7) of the
Senate's order. There were also claims that legal advice to government is not disclosed.
Advice, including legal advice, to government has been disclosed in many cases in the past.
The public interest immunity grounds which could be raised as grounds for not disclosing
advice include that disclosure of the advice would interfere with the ability of government
freely to deliberate within government on policy options, and that disclosure of legal advice
could prejudice the position of the Cornmonwealth in possible future legal proceedings.

On several occasions cornmercial confidentiality was implied as the basis for declining to
provide information. The Senate's resolution of30 October 2003 requires that, when such a
claim is made, a statement of the commercial harm that may result from the disclosure of
the information should be made.

Other public interest grounds that were implied but not explicitly stated included prejudice
to legal proceedings, disclosure of Cabinet deliberations, ongoing law enforcement
investigations and national security. If such grounds were explicitly raised by officers,
referred to ministers on request in accordance with the Senate's order, and claimed by
responsible ministers after consideration, they would no doubt be given due weight by the
committee and the Senate.

In other cases questions were refused on grounds which did not correspond to recognised
public interest grounds. In one case the implied ground of privacy of remuneration
arrangements was suggested, contrary to past resolutions of the Senate declaring that
remuneration from public funds should be disclosed.

Consideration of these and other occasions in the estimates hearings leads the committee to
the following conclusions.

• It should be appreciated that the term "public interest irnmunity claim" is simply a
generic term for every claim by a witness that a question should not be answered or
information not supplied; it is not some special category of claims, over and above
which there is an executive discretion to withhold information.

• It should be appreciated that the order is a procedural order of the Senate governing
proceedings in Senate committees, and applying to public sector witnesses.
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• Witnesses need to be familiar with recognised grounds of public interest immunity
claims, to be able to determine how they apply to particular instances, and to be able
to articulate them in their application to those particular instances.

• Public interest immunity claims made by officers should be referred to ministers on
request, and only ministers may make a considered claim on behalf of government
that information should not be provided.

• It should be appreciated that, in making a public interest immunity claim, witnesses
are, in effect, making a submission to the individual questioner and the committee
in the first instance and ultimately to the Senate that the Senate should not insist on
particular information being provided.

The committee will keep the operation of the order and its application to committee
hearings, particularly estimates hearings, under review, and will report to the Senate again
as necessary.

The Senate Department conducts regular seminars for senior public servants on their
relationship with Senate committees, and those seminars in future will include special
attention to the Senate's order. The committee considers that this will assist in securing
proper observation of the order in committee proceedings.
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